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Recently in [9], we defined a multiplication ring, shortly an M-ring, as a
ring such that for any two ideals α, b with α<ί>, there exists c, c' such that
α=bc=c'b, where "<" means a proper inclusion. An M-ring R is called to
be non-idempotent if Λ>/?2, and now we call an M-ring R with R=R2 idempotent.
In [9] we have proved that the unique maximal idempotent ideal b of a non-
idempotent M-ring can be obtained as an intersection of some sequence of
ideals {b
α
}
Λ
 ([9], Theorem 5): b= f| b
Λ
. In this note we shall prove that any
αfSΛ
left Noetherian M-ring is a so-called "general ZPI-ring" in a commutative case
([2]), i.e. each ideal can be written as a product of prime ideals, and as a con-
sequence the multiplication of ideals is commutative. §1 is preliminaries of our
study, and in §2 we consider left Noetherian non-idempotent M-rings, and in
§3 we study an idempotent case, and the last chapter is the summary of our
study. In the following arguments we do not assume the existence of the
identity.
1. Preliminaries
In general, we have the following:
Theorem 1. Let R be an M-ring, and let α, b be two idelas of R with
α<b. Then there exists the unique maximal element in the set of ideals c with
α=bc and also in the set of ideals c' of R with α=c'b.
Proof. Let M denote the set {c: ideals of R with α=bc}. By Zorn's
Lemma, there exist maximal elements in M. Let CD Cg be two maximal elements
in M. In this case α^bCj and α^bCg. So α=(α, α)=(bCj, bc^bfo, Cg). Ob-
viously (G!, c.2)—tu ^2- Since both cλ and ^ are maximal in M, we have
GI=(CI, Ca)^.
DEFINITION. We shall call a prime ideal p of R a minimal prime divisor
of an ideal α if αc p and there is no prime ideal p' with αcp'<p. (c.f. [6]).
Lemma 1. Let R be an M-ring and α, b two ideals of R with α<b. If
b is an idempotent ideal, then α=αb=bα.
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Proof, α=bc=c'b for some ideals c, c' of R. Therefore bd=b bc=b2c=bc
=d. Similarly αb=α.
Lemma 2. Let R be a left Noetheήan ring, α an ideal of R and q^ •••, qk
be the set of minimal prime divisors of a. If d^q^ q^d, then, for some postitve
integer p, (q1 C|Λ)pcα and d is an idempotent ideal.
Proof. We set R=R/a. Let N3 denote the nil-radical of R and N1 the
intersection of minimal prime ideals of Ry i.e. Nί=q1Γί ••• ΓΊ 5*. Then Ni(=N3)
is nilpotent, i.e. A7"ί={0} for some positive integer p. Therefore (qιβ Cfo)p=
(51-ϊ*)P^Wιn-n5*)p=^ϊ={0}, i.e. (q^-q^eα. Hence α = (q1 -bA)pαc
αα=α
2
, i.e. d2Ξ>d so α=α2.
2. Left Noetherian non-idempotent M-rings
Proposition 3. Let R be a left Notherίan non-idempotent M-ring. Assume
ΛΓ<b, where N denote the Jacobson radical of R and b denote the unique maximal
idempotent ideal of R. Then each ideal of R, properly contained in b, can be
written as a product of prime ideals of R which are properly contained in b.
Proof. Let α be an ideal of R with α<b. Then, by Proposition 6 of
[10], there exists a prime ideal ^ with αczp^b. By the results of McCoy
([6], pp. 829), there exists a minimal prime divisor p? of α with α^p?cp1<b
and so the set of minimal prime divisors of α is not empty, and it is a finite
set ([4]). Let £P
α
 denote the set of minimal prime divisors of an ideal α. If
there exists some p? in £P
α
 with d=pj, then there is nothing to prove. If, for
each p?eί?
α
, α<p?, then α^pX for some ideal d1? and α c= α^ Now by
Theorem 1 we can choose the unique maximal ideal c^ in the set {c :^ ideals
of R with a=$°1al}, of course dj is uniquely determined by pj. Now we con-
sider the ordered pairs (£?, dj). Let {(£?, dj)^ denote the set of such pairs.
If there exists some (pj, d
x
) e {(£?, dj)}
α
 with d<d
:
, then we choose the pair
(£?, d
x
); by Theorem 5 of [9] we have d
x
Qb or d
x
=b£ for some ordinal a and
some positive integer p. If ci^b or d^bϋ, then by Lemma 1 of [10] d=ψj,
which is a contradiction, so dj<b. Thus CKd^b. By the same arguments,
there exists a minimal prime divisor £2 of d
:
 with djCip^b. Let £P
αι
 denote
the set of minimal prime divisors of dj. If there exists some £° in £P
αι
 with
dj=p2, then there is nothing to prove, because we have α=t>ιp2 If> for each
p2e£P
αι
, α^pS, then d^p^ for some ideal d2, and d^iCc^. By Theorem 1
we can choose the unique maximal ideal d2 in the set {d2: ideals of R with dx—
p2d2}. By the same arguments as above, we consider the set of pairs {(p2> d2)}α .
If there exists some (£2, d2) in {(p2, d2)}αι with d1<d2, then we choose the pair
(^2, d2), so we have a=^02Ci2 and d<di<d2<b. Repeating the same arguments,
since R is left Noetherian, we must arrive at the following situation: d
m
.l
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b> am-ι=$m&m> where ^
m
 is a minimal prime divisor of a
m
_ly am is the unique
maximal ideal in the set {a
m
: ideals of R with &
m
-ι=$ia
m
} and there is no pair
in {ft>l, αj}0w_1 with αm_1<αm, i.e. for every pair (pi, αw), αw.1=α j l l. Let
{pii, Pw2, •••, pi*} denote the set of minimal prime divisors of a
m
_^ Then we
have a
m
=$*
mί
a
m
=Λ2aM= •••=&&» and so am=\>M2 $0mham. By Lemma 2,
(Piι£i2 ψL)p^αm for some positive integer p and (£=<!„. If (piιpi2 ψi*)P=
α
m
, there remains nothing to prove. If Q>iιpi2 Φl*)P<α*> then by Lemma 1
(rtιW2 ψiOX=(WιΛ2 ψl*)P- Since α^^l^. ψi^α., we have α
m
=
(Piιϊ>i2 φi*)P> which is a contradiction. Thus α is a product of prime ideals.
Lemma 4. Let R, N and b be as above. Assume /V<b. Then every ideal
α of R with α<b, can be written as a product of minimal prime divisors of α, i.e.
β=ΦίΨι
β2
 ϊ>*S where {$1} p2, •••, J>Λ} is the set of minimal prime divisors of α, such
that p,.<b, i=l,2, •••,&.
Proof. By Proposition 3, α can be written as a product of prime ideals
of R, and each minimal prime divisors of α appears as a factor of α. On the
other hand each prime ideal containing α contains some of minimal prime
divisors of α ([6]). Now our statement follows by Proposition 1 of [9].
Proposition 5. Let R be a left Noetherίan non-idempotent M-ring, then
every ideal α can be written as a product of minimal prime divisors of α: α=t>ίψ2'2
W*> Ci>0for i=l, 2, •••, k and {ply p2, •••, $k} is the set of minimal prime divisors
of a.
Proof. First we assume Λ/<b. By Lemma 4, we consider only the case
that α=b or a=b«i for some ordinal a and some positive integer i. By Pro-
position 8 of [9], we have for the first time b/=b{+1— ••• for some ordinal λ
and some positive integer/, then b=b{. In the casej=l, if α=bi, α<λ, i>0,
then b
Λ
 is a minimal prime divisor of α by Theorem 4 of [9], and if α=b, α
itself is a prime ideal. In the case j>l, if α=b£, α<λ+l, ί>0 (including
the case α=b), by Theorem 4 of [9] b
Λ
 is a minimal prime divisor of α. Finally
we assume that JV<b. Then JV=b or N= bi for some ordinal a and some
positive integer / and so b= {0} by Lemma 1 of [10] and Nakayama's Lemma.
The statements are also valid in this case.
3. Left Noetherian idempotent M-ring
DEFINITION. An M-ring R is called to be idempotent if R=R2.
By Lemma 1 we have
Lemma 6. Let R be an idempotent M-ring, then for each ideal α of R α=
Ra=aR.
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Lemma 7. Let R be a ring such that R=722, then each maximal ideal is a
prime ideal of R.
Now by the quite similar arguments used in proving Proposition 3, we
can prove the following:
Proposition 8. Let R be a left Noetherian idempotent M-ring. Then each
ideal of R, properly contained in R, can be written as a product of prime ideals of R.
Also by the similar consideration used in the proof of Lemma 4, we have
Poposition 9. Let R be a left Noetherian idempotent M-ring. Then every
ideal a of R can be written as a product of minimal prime divisors of α, i.e.
&=$il$22~'$kk *, >0 for i=l, 2, •••, k and {pj, p2, •••, pj is the set of minimal
prime divisors of α.
4. Left Noetherian M-rings
We summarize the preceding results and we have
Theorem 2. Let R be a left Noetherian M-ring
 y then each ideal can be 'writ-
ten as a product of prime ideals of R, i.e. R is a "general ZPI-ring."
Theorem 3. Let R be a left Noetherian M-ring, then every ideal a of R can
be written as a product of minimal prime divisors of α, i.e. α=}>ίψ2β2 ψ** ^ί>0
for i—lj 2, " ,Λ, where {pj, p2, •••,£*} is the set of minimal prime divisors of a.
From the above results and Proposition 1 of [9] we have
Theorem 4. Let R be a left Noetherian M-ring, then the multiplication
of ideals is commutative.
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